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ABSTRACT

The Chinese military has embarked on a series of organizational and doctrinal
reforms intended to better enable it to ﬁght modern war. Prominent among these
reforms is the growing emphasis on space to enable long-range precisions strikes
and on counterspace to deny space capabilities to an adversary. The People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) has oﬃcially designated space as a new domain and
established an organization to command space forces. With this increased focus
on space, the PLA may begin to develop a doctrine to govern the use of space in
military operations. The higher priority given to space, especially space control, by
the PLA coincides with similar actions by the US military, increasing the possibility
of warfare in space and the risks of escalation.
KEYWORDS Space Warfare; People’s Liberation Army; Military Reforms; Strategic Support Force;

Military Strategy

The Third Plenum of the 18th Party Congress held in November 2013
ushered in a new era of reform for China. Normally devoted to economic
policy, the Plenum promised a series of military reforms intended to make
the PLA better suited to ﬁghting modern war. These included organizational
reforms designed to streamline the armed forces and foster joint operations,
an emphasis on ‘new type operational forces’ better suited to ﬁght information technology-based wars, and revised strategic guidance that identiﬁes
new directions and domains of military conﬂict.
This paper examines the role of outer space in Chinese military operations in light of these potential reforms. It argues that space plays a critical
role in China’s military strategy and reforms by enabling long-range precision strikes through a space-based C4ISR network and through the denial of
space-derived capabilities to its adversaries. It also argues that oﬃcial
Chinese policy and authoritative Chinese military writings have raised the
proﬁle of space and counterspace operations within Chinese military strategy. Indeed, former President Hu Jintao in his work report at the 18th Party
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Congress in November 2012 urged the PLA to ‘attach great importance to
maritime, space and cyberspace security.’1
In conducting this examination, the paper uses a framework developed by
David Finkelstein that identiﬁes six likely ‘baskets’ of military reforms. For the
purposes of this paper, I will focus on three: adjustment of the national military
strategy, development of ‘new type operational forces,’ and organizational
changes.2 Finkelstein argues that the objective of these reforms is to ‘enhance
the PLA’s capacity to conduct joint operations, with special emphasis on the
maritime-aerospace domains and other high-tech battle-spaces.’3 The paper uses
three main sources that have been published since 2013: the 2015 defense white
paper China’s Military Strategy, the 2013 Science of Military Strategy (Zhanlue xue),
and the 2013 Textbook for the Study of Space Operations (Kongjian zuozhanxue
jiaocheng), hereafter referred to as Study of Space Operations.
The paper ﬁnds that the PLA has identiﬁed outer space as a new domain
that must be fought for and seized if the PLA is to win future wars and has
established an organization to command space forces. This oﬃcial placement of outer space in China’s military strategy may result in the development of a separate space doctrine. Space thus now plays a more central role
in China’s plans to project power far from its shores and in its abilities to
defeat high-tech adversaries, especially the US military. As such, outer space
is an important component of the PLA’s military reforms announced at the
November 2013 Third Plenum.

Adjustment of National Military Strategic Guidelines
The ‘Decisions’ of the Third Plenum tasked the PLA with ‘perfecting’ (wanshai) strategic guidance. Although no announcements of changes to the
strategic guidance have been made public, Finkelstein writes that this
reform is potentially the most signiﬁcant as strategic guidance ‘informs
China’s defense posture, force deployments, contingency planning, and
plans for force modernization.’4 As such, the PLA’s strategic guidance is
dependent on the Party’s assessment of the world situation and the threats
it faces. Taylor Fravel notes that the ‘two most likely sources of change’ are
the identiﬁcation of new threats to China’s national security and an assessment that the ‘the form of war . . . has undergone an important shift.’5
‘Full text of Hu Jintao’s report at 18th Party Congress,’ Xinhua, 17 November 2012, http://news.
xinhuanet.com/english/special/18cpcnc/2012-11/17/c_131981259_10.htm
2
The other three baskets are command and control for joint operations, development of human capital,
and defense R&D.
3
David Finkelstein, ‘2015 Should be an Exciting Year for PLA-Watching’, Pathﬁnder Magazine 13/1
(Winter 2015), 10–11.
4
Finkelstein, ‘2015 Should be an Exciting Year for PLA-Watching’, 11.
5
M. Taylor Fravel, ‘China’s New Military Strategy: Winning Informationized Local Wars’, China Brief 15/
13, June 23 2015, http://www.jamestown.org/programs/chinabrief/single/?tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%
5D=44072&cHash=c403ﬀ4a87712ec43d2a11cf576f3ec1#.VfL6nP_D8eg
1
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Both of these changes are evident in the 2015 defense white paper,
China’s Military Strategy. According to the white paper, the military continues to view the world with trepidation. Although it sees factors for peace
as increasing, it maintains that ‘new threats from hegemonism, power
politics and neo-interventionism’ have emerged and that ‘international
competition for the redistribution of power, rights and interests is tending
to intensify.’ It concludes that ‘the world still faces both immediate and
potential threats of local wars.’ One important threat facing China is the
increasing speed of the revolution in military aﬀairs that presents ‘new and
severe challenges to China’s military security.’
This unsettled view of the world situation is brought about by an
expansion of threats to China’s interests. According to the white paper,
‘In the new circumstances, the national security issues facing China
encompass far more subjects, extend over a greater range, and cover a
longer time span than at any time in the country’s history.’ To deal with
these expanding security issues, the military must be able to ‘safeguard
China’s security and interests in new domains,’ be able to deal with ‘a
wide variety of emergencies and military threats’ and ‘prepare for military
struggle in all directions and domains.’ One of these new domains is
outer space.
The white paper calls outer space ‘a commanding height in international strategic competition’ and states that ‘threats from such new
security domains as outer space and cyber space will be dealt with to
maintain the common security of the world community.’ In making these
assessments, the 2015 defense white paper appears to be based on
Chinese military writings on space since 2000 and more recently in
writings published by the Academy of Military Science, the military’s
top think tank. Chinese researchers writing on space characterize China
as a country committed to the peaceful use of space that follows a
defensive policy,6 but view the United States as improving its advantage
in space and as a global hegemon bent on achieving absolute security.7
Chinese analysts argue that a unipolar world is inherently unstable in that
it encourages a hegemon to maximize its own power with little concern
for the interests of other states. In this world view, the United States is
not only seen as little concerned with the interests of other countries, but
also as seeking to contain China and suppress its rise as a political,
economic, and military power.8 As a consequence, Chinese analysts
must balance US military superiority, in part, by developing counterspace

6

China Academy of Military Science (AMS) Military Strategy Studies Department, Zhanlue xue [Science of
Military Strategy], (Beijing: Military Science Press December 2013), 185.
7
AMS, Science of Military Strategy, 52.
8
AMS, Science of Military Strategy, 73.
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weapons in order to counter the excesses of the United States and
protect China’s interests.9
Chinese writers make the oft-repeated statement that ‘whoever controls
space will control the Earth’ and that outer space is the new high ground of
military operations. They note that the center of gravity in military operations has transitioned from the sea to the air and is now transitioning to
space.10 According to Study of Space Operations, ‘Whoever is the strongman
of military space will be the ruler of the battleﬁeld; whoever has the
advantage of space has the power of the initiative; having “space” support
enables victory, lacking “space” ensures defeat.’11 The authors of the Science
of Military Strategy, similarly conclude that space is the new high ground
and that without space superiority one is at a disadvantage in all other
domains.12
In fact, the authors of the 2013 SMS elevate space operations to one of
nine ‘main operational activities’ along with information operations, joint
strike operations, air and missile defense, air and sea blockades, island
seizure operations, area denial operations, border defense operations, and
cyber operations. They also include it as one of ﬁve major military deterrent
threats the PLA faces, along with nuclear, conventional, cyber, and nuclearconventional threats.13 Science of Military Strategy then goes on to recommend that the PLA must adapt to the ‘new forms of warfare and to the
characteristics of new operational domains’ and ‘closely track the world’s
strong powers in the development of military technologies, weapons and
equipment, operational forces, and strike methods’ by developing
unmanned aerial vehicles, counter-stealth and cruise missile technologies,
aircraft carrier strike units, counterspace platforms as well as tactics for
countering ISR, precision strike, cyber attack, space weapons, and other
new attack methods.14 Given the wide-range of rapid strike methods, ‘especially space and cyber attack and defense methods,’ the authors of Science of
Military Strategy argue that China must prepare for an enemy to attack from
all domains.15 It predicts that future wars may begin in outer space and
Xu Nengwu and Huang Changyun, ‘Taikong weishe: meiguo zhanlue weishe tixi tiaozheng yu quanqiu
zhanlue wendingxing’ [‘Space Deterrence: Changes in the U.S. Strategic Deterrence System and
Global Strategic Stability’] Waijiao pinglun [Foreign Aﬀairs Review] No. 5 (2014), 62; Xiao Lei, Qing Mu,
and Wang Qu, ‘Shei zai tiaoqi taikong zhanzheng’ [Who Stirs Up a Space War?’] Juece yu xinxi
[Decision & Information] 2/339 (2013), 18; Yang Caixia and Ai Dun, ‘Lun zhongguo fazhan fanweixing
wuqi de hefaxing’ [‘On the Legality of the Development of ASATs for China’], Beijing hangkong
hangtian daxue xuebao (shehui kexue ban)] [Journal of Journal of Beijing University of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (Social Sciences Edition)] 23/2 (2010), 46, 47, 50.
10
See Jiang Lianju and Wang Liwen (eds.), Kongjian zuozhanxue jiaocheng [Textbook for the Study of
Space Operations] (Beijing: Military Science Publishing House 2013), 14.
11
Jiang and Wang, Study of Space Operations, 1.
12
AMS, Science of Military Strategy, 2013 and Jiang and Wang, Study of Space Operations, 13.
13
AMS, Science of Military Strategy, 100.
14
AMS, Science of Military Strategy, 100.
15
AMS, Science of Military Strategy, 102.
9
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cyberspace and states that ‘achieving space superiority and cyber superiority are critical for achieving overall superiority and being victorious over
an enemy.’16

Development of ‘New Type Operational Forces’
The conclusion of the 2015 defense white paper that the speed of the RMA
is increasing appears to serve as an impetus for another basket of reforms:
the development of ‘new type operational forces.’ ‘New type operational
forces’ are ‘key assets or units which are characterized by cutting-edge
technologies and are deemed essential for prosecuting modern campaigns.
Examples would be the use of cyber space, outer space, the electro-magnetic spectrum, ISR assets, and precision-guided munitions.’17 Finkelstein
notes that these capabilities have been at the heart of PLA strategy since
the early 2000s when the PLA was tasked to ﬁght what was previously called
‘local war under informatized conditions’ but is now more simply called
‘informatized wars.’ This new formulation is said to be a recognition that the
use of information and its denial to adversaries is now the dominant factor
in determining a war’s outcome.18 According to Chinese sources, the ability
to collect, process, and transmit information as well as deny those capabilities to an adversary are essential factors for success on the modern battleﬁeld and the precondition for achieving supremacy in the air, at sea, and on
the ground.19
The 2015 defense white paper states that the PLA will ﬁght informatized
wars using a concept called information-based system-of-systems operations (jiyu xinxi xitong de tixi zuozhan, or IBOSO). IBSOSO is intended to
‘accelerate operational response times to enhance ﬁrepower and maneuver,
particularly by shortening and streamlining decision making and sensor to
shooter times to get inside an opponent’s decision cycle.’ It will also ‘enable
units to operate with greater independence in dispersed deployment in a
nonlinear battlespace; yet synchronize operations within a centralized command structure with some allowance for initiative.’20 IBSOSO ‘relies on
information systems . . . to unify and optimize force groupings, provide
real-time information sharing and precision control of combat operations.’21
16

AMS, Science of Military Strategy, 96.
Finkelstein, ‘2015 Should be an Exciting Year for PLA-Watching’, 11.
Guo Yuandan, ‘Yao da haishang zhanzheng? Zhongguo ying zuo haishang junshi douzheng zhunbei’
[‘Want to Fight Naval War? China Should Prepare for Naval Conﬂict’], Huanqiuwang [Global Net], 26
May 2016, http://mil.huanqiu.com/strategysituation/2015-05/6526726_2.html
19
Peng Guangqian and Yao Youzhi, Zhanlue xue [The Science of Strategy] (Beijing: Military Sciences Press
2001), 358.
20
Kevin McCauley, ‘System of System Operational Capability: Key Supporting Concepts for Future Joint
Operations’, China Brief 12/19(5 October 2012), http://www.jamestown.org/single/?no_cache=1&tx_
ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=39932#.VenjnWeFOh1
21
McCauley, ‘System of System Operational Capability’.
17
18
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To carry out IBSOSO, the PLA is required to make ‘advances in communications, satellite navigation, and reconnaissance capabilities that enable
greater sharing of information, situational awareness, and a ﬂatter command
structure.’22
Informatized operations also place an emphasis on denying an adversary
the use of its information systems. In this respect, a central component of
China’s strategy is to conduct asymmetric strikes against an opponent by
targeting critical C4ISR nodes whose debilitation or destruction would have
decisive eﬀects. Indeed, whereas Western analysts view the PLA’s asymmetric strategy as a result of their relative weakness against the US military,
AMS researchers argue that IBSOSO is fundamentally asymmetric and that
the critical factor determining the outcome of future wars will not so much
be the overall capabilities of the respective opponents as the nature of their
weaknesses and the ability of an opponent to exploit them. As a result, no
matter whether the opponents are unevenly or equally matched, asymmetric operations will play a central role in future wars between adversaries
armed with advanced weaponry.23

Space as a Component of Information-based System-of-Systems
Operations
According to Chinese sources, the goal of space operations is to achieve
space superiority (zhitianquan), deﬁned as ‘ensuring one’s ability to fully use
space while at the same time limiting, weakening, and destroying an adversary’s space forces.’24 Space operations play an inherent role in the PLA’s
ability to conduct asymmetric strategy in two ways: by enabling long-range
precision strikes against land, air, and naval targets and in denying adversaries the use of their own space assets. PLA analysts describe space-based
C4ISR systems as a critical part of a modern military sensor-to-shooter network. These analysts assert that space is the ultimate high ground and that
whoever controls space controls the Earth.25 Explicit in these arguments is
the assumption that space has become so vital to ﬁghting modern war that
no military could do without it. At the same time, Chinese military analysts
regard space as a great vulnerability that if denied, can so debilitate an
enemy that victory can be achieved.26
McCauley, ‘System of System Operational Capability’.
AMS, Science of Military Strategy, 127–29.
24
Jiang and Wang, Study of Space Operations, 6.
25
See, for example, ‘Fenfei zai xinshijide tiankong: zhongyang junwei weiyuan, kongjun silingyuan xu
qiliang benbao jizhe wen’ [‘Flying with Force and Vigor in the Sky of the New Century—Central
Military Commission Member and PLA Air Force Commander Xu Qiliang Answers Reporter’s
Questions in an Interview’], Jiefang junbao [PLA Daily], 1 November 2009, http://mil.news.sina.com.
cn/2009-11-02/0625572165.html.
26
Jiang and Wang, Study of Space Operations, 44.
22
23
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The requirement to build a robust space-based C4ISR network is based
on the PLA’s development of long-range precision-strike capabilities such as
long-range cruise missiles and ballistic missiles that require the ability to
locate, track, and target enemy installations and ships hundreds of kilometers from Chinese territory, as well as the ability to coordinate forces from
multiple services in joint operations against these targets. Space-based
C4ISR supports these operations through the application of reconnaissance,
meteorology, missile early warning, communication, and navigation capabilities that can help monitor the activities of potential adversaries, enable
communication between friendly units, and provide positioning, navigation,
and timing data.
Counterspace operations, on the other hand, are intended to deny,
degrade, disable, or destroy an opposing side’s space capabilities. This can
include attacks against ground-based and space-based space assets through
the use of kinetic and non-kinetic means. Counterspace operations not only
include oﬀensive and defensive operations in space against an adversary’s
space forces, but also air, ground, and naval operations against space
assets.27 Although strategic writings indicate a cautious approach to space
warfare,28 writings on the operational level of war suggest a predilection for
strong oﬀensive actions at the beginning of a conﬂict. The authors of the
Study of Space Operations, for example, conclude that China will ‘do all it can
at the strategic level to avoid ﬁring the ﬁrst shot’ (emphasis added),29 but
recommend that China should ‘strive to attack ﬁrst at the campaign and
tactical levels in order to maintain the space battleﬁeld initiative’30 and that
the PLA should ‘conceal the concentration of its forces and make a decisive
large-scale ﬁrst strike.’31

China’s Space-based C4ISR Capabilities
China’s modernization of its space-based C4ISR capabilities can be seen in the
rapid development of its space program since 2000. China has made remarkable progress in space-based remote sensing capabilities and by 2020 plans to
establish a ‘high-resolution Earth observation system’ capable of stable allweather, 24-hour, multi-spectral, various-resolution observation. Since 2000,
China has launched ﬁve new types of remote sensing satellites: the Yaogan,
Gaofen, Huanjing, Haiyang, and Jilin series of satellites. As of February 2016,
China had more than 50 remote sensing satellites in orbit equipped with a
variety of sensor types with diﬀering capabilities. These include electro-optical
27

Jiang and Wang, Study of Space Operations,
AMS, Science of Military Strategy, 92.
29
Jiang and Wang, Study of Space Operations,
30
Jiang and Wang, Study of Space Operations,
31
Jiang and Wang, Study of Space Operations,
28

6.
42.
52.
142–43.
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(EO) sensors for remote sensing during daylight and moderate weather conditions and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) for observations at night or during
inclement weather. China’s remote sensing satellites also feature a variety of
resolutions, from sub-meter for discrete imagery to 800 meters for imaging
broad swaths of territory. China also has a number of satellites equipped with
electronic intelligence (ELINT) payloads to collect electronic transmissions.

Selected Chinese Remote Sensing Satellites32

Satellite
Yaogan
Gaofen
Haiyang
Huanjing
Jilin

Payloads
EO, SAR, ELINT
EO, Staring camera
EO and color scanners
EO
EO

Number launched
Resolutions
(as of February 2016)
EO=1 m, SAR=1.5 m
29
EO=<1–2 m, 800 m; Staring camera=50 m
5
EO=250 m
3
30 m
3
0.72 m
4

Linking these satellites together are three data relay satellites called Tianlian
(Sky Link). Without these communication satellites, China’s remote sensing
satellites would have to ﬂy within line of sight of a ground receiving station
to send their images to Earth. With these satellites, China can now cover 100
per cent of the globe, greatly increasing the timeliness of the delivery of
China’s space-based ISR data.
In addition to these remote sensing and communications satellites, China
has also launched two satellite navigation and positioning constellations
since 2000. The ﬁrst constellation, Beidou-1, was established in 2007 and
consisted of three satellites that covered a large portion of China and Asia.
In 2011, China established a more advanced second satellite navigation and
positioning constellation, Beidou-2 (Compass), that has replaced Beidou-1.
As of February 2016, this 21-satellite system provides coverage for China
and most of Asia with a ﬁve-meter accuracy and was originally planned to
be expanded to a 35-satellite constellation to provide global coverage by
2020. According to the director of the China Satellite Navigation Oﬃce
speaking in February 2016, however, China will launch 40 Beidou satellites
by 2020 indicating a larger constellation.33
Sources: ‘Yaogan,’ Dragon in Space, http://www.dragoninspace.com/earth-observation/yaogan.aspx;
Rui C. Barbosa, ‘Long March 3B lofts Gaofen-4 to Close Out 2015,’ nasaspaceﬂight.com, 28 December
2015, http://www.nasaspaceﬂight.com/2015/12/long-march-3b-gaofen-4-close-2015/; ‘Zhongguo
Haiyang weixing’ [China’s Ocean Satellites], Zhongguo hangtian [Aerospace China], No. 372 (April
2009), 10‒11; Wang Qiao, Wu Chuanqing, and Li Qing, ‘Environment Satellite 1 and its Application in
Environmental Monitoring,’ Journal of Remote Sensing 1 (2010): 104; Rui C. Barbosa, ‘China launches
Jilin-1 mission via Long March 2D,’ nasaspaceﬂight.com, 7 October 2015, http://www.nasaspaceﬂight.
com/2015/10/china-launches-jilin-1-mission-long-march-2d/.
33
‘China to Launch Nearly 40 Beidou Navigation Satellites in Five Years,’ China Daily, 4 February 2016,
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2016-02/04/content_23389137.htm.
32
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China’s Counterspace Capabilities
The second component of the PLA’s goal to achieve space superiority is
counterspace. Chinese analysts assess that the US military relies upon space
for 70‒90 per cent of its intelligence34 and 80 per cent of its
communications.35 The reliance of the US military on space leads Chinese
analysts to conclude that the loss of these capabilities could so debilitate
the US military that it would be unable to achieve victory.36 Other Chinese
analysts argue that counterspace capabilities can counter a potential US
space-based missile defense system directed against China’s ballistic missile
nuclear deterrent,37 defend Chinese satellites from attack, and prevent
space-based attacks against terrestrial targets.38 These missions can not
only be conducted by intercepting enemy missiles and space-based weapons, but also by attacking the facilities that are the source of the attacks.
Chinese analysts discuss both kinetic and non-kinetic attacks. Many
Chinese analysts prefer the use of non-kinetic attacks because their eﬀects
can be temporary and do not create debris. As a result, they are sometimes
considered less escalatory and because they do not create debris they may
be less observable and thus easier to conceal.39 Non-kinetic weapons
include directed energy weapons, jammers, and computer network
operations.40
Kinetic weapons such as nuclear weapons, missiles and co-orbital satellites, on the other hand, result in physical destruction.41 As such, their eﬀects
are irreversible and can create debris. Despite the risk of debris, some
Chinese analysts still consider kinetic attacks useful in certain instances
when non-kinetic attacks are found unsuitable.42
According to the US Defense Department, China is developing a number
of counterspace and counterspace-related technologies. These include
direct-ascent kinetic-kill vehicles, co-orbital satellites, and directed energy
34

Jiang and Wang, Study of Space Operations, 150.
Chang Xianqi, Junshi hangtian xue [Military Astronautics] (Beijing: National Defense Industry Press,
2002), 257‒58.
36
See, for example, Wang Liping and Zhang Ya, ‘Cong taikong zuozhan yanxi kan tianzhande zuixin
fazhen’ [‘Development of Space War Based on Space Operation Exercises’], Hangtian dianzi duikang
[Aerospace Electronic Warfare], 27/3 (2011), 4–6 and Chen Baoquan, Yang Guang, and Li Xuefeng,
‘Kongjian dianzi gongjide tixi zuozhan xiaoyong ji fazhan duice’ [Research on System Combat Eﬀects
and Develop Policy of Space Electronic Attack’] Hangtian dianzi duikang [Aerospace Electronic
Warfare], 28/1 (2012), 13.
37
See Jiang and Wang, Textbook for the Study of Space Operations, 127.
38
Chang, Military Astronautics, 260; and Zhang Zhiwei and Feng Chuangjiang, ‘Kongtianzhan changchang yu guohia kongtian anquan zhanlue’ [‘Analysis of Future Integrated Air and Space
Operations’], Zhongguo junshi kexue [China Military Science], no. 2 (2006), 58.
39
Chang, Military Astronautics, 173.
40
Chang, Military Astronautics, 295‒96.
41
Qi Xianfeng, ‘Kongjian xinxi xitong fanghu tantao’ [‘Study on the Protection of Space Information
System’], Zhuangbei zhihui jishu xueyuan xuebao [Journal of the Academy of Equipment Command and
Technology], 18/5 (2007/5), 62.
42
Chang, Military Astronautics, 295‒96, 258.
35
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weapons, and jammers.43 In 2007, for example, a Chinese test of a directascent kinetic kill vehicle (KKV) destroyed a retired FY-1C meteorological
satellite and created more than 3400 pieces of debris.44

Chinese Counterspace Operations and Tests and Tests with
Counterspace Implications45
Year
2006
2007
2010
2010
2012
2013
2013
2013
2014
2014
2015

Technology
Chinese laser paints U.S. satellite, though intent of action is unknown
China destroys FY-1C meteorological satellite with direct-ascent KKV
China conducts mid-course ballistic missile defense test
Two Shijian satellites involved in close proximity operation
Cyber-attack against Jet Propulsion Laboratory
China conducts mid-course ballistic missile defense test
Three satellites involved in close proximity operation to test space debris removal and robotic
arm technologies
China conducts direct ascent KKV test to GEO
China conducts direct ascent KKV test
Cyber-attack against National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Missile intercept test

China continues to develop direct-ascent counterspace technologies. In
2010 and 2013 China conducted mid-course tests of a missile defense
system that has been widely regarded as having counterspace implications.
In July 2014 China again conducted what it called a missile defense test. The
US Defense Department, however, characterized the event as a non-debris
producing ASAT test46 and assesses that development of this system
continues.47 In November 2015, China conducted an unacknowledged missile intercept test of an unknown type.48
In 2013, China conducted what it called a ‘high altitude science mission’ with a
sounding rocket that released a barium cloud at an altitude of more than 10,000
kilometers to study the Earth’s magnetosphere.49 The US Defense Department,
43

Oﬃce of the Secretary of Defense, Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of
China 2016, 37.
‘Fengyun-1C Debris Cloud Remains Hazardous,’ Orbital Debris Quarterly News, January 2014, 3‒4.
45
This is a modiﬁed version of a table that appears in Kevin Pollpeter, Eric Anderson, and Fan Yang,
China Dream, Space Dream: China’s Progress in Space Technologies and Implications for the United
States, Institute on Global Conﬂict and Cooperation, 2015, 86.
46
Oﬃce of the Secretary of Defense, Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of
China (2015), 14.
47
Oﬃce of the Secretary of Defense, Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of
China 2016, 37.
48
Bill Gertz, ‘China Tests Anti-satellite Missile,’ Washington Free Beacon, 9 November 2015, http://
freebeacon.com/national-security/china-tests-anti-satellite-missile/.
49
‘Zhongguo zaici gaokong kexue tance shiyan: gaodu genggao shuju gengduo’ [‘China Again
Conducts a High Altitude Science Mission: Higher Altitude and More Data’], Zhongguo xinwenwang
[China News], 14 May 2013, http://www.chinanews.com/gn/2013/05-14/4817925.shtml.
44
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however, concluded that the launch was a test of a direct ascent counterspace
technology and stated that the rocket ‘appeared to be on a ballistic trajectory
nearly to geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO)’ and ‘was not consistent with traditional space-launch vehicles, ballistic missiles or sounding rocket launches used
for scientiﬁc research.’50 This test demonstrated an expansion of China’s counterspace capabilities to GEO and for the ﬁrst time would allow China to threaten GPS
and communication satellites with a direct ascent KKV.
China has also conducted a number of close proximity operations
between spacecraft that appear to have been tests of technologies for its
human spaceﬂight program, but would also have counterspace
implications.51 In 2008 as part of the Shenzhou-7 human spaceﬂight mission,
the Banxing-1 satellite (BX-1/Companion Satellite) ﬂew around the
Shenzhou-7 space capsule taking images of the spacecraft.52 In August
2010, in what may have been a test of docking procedures for the future
Tiangong space station, a Shijian-12 (SJ-12) satellite likely bumped into the
Shijian 6F (SJ-6F) satellite.53 In an apparent test of robotic arm technologies
for a future space station, in August 2013 China tested a robotic arm using a
satellite equipped with a robotic arm to grapple a target satellite.54
A lesser known aspect of China’s counterspace eﬀort is its directed-energy
weapons program, which includes lasers, high-powered microwave, and particle
beam weapons.55 According to the US Defense Department, in 2006 China had
‘at least one . . . ground-based laser designed to damage or blind imaging
satellites,’ but no further information has been released since then.56 In 2006,
China lased a US military reconnaissance satellite. The action temporarily blinded
the satellite and caused no permanent damage, leading to speculation that
China may not have been trying to intentionally interfere with the satellite.57
50
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China may have also conducted computer network operations against US
computer systems involved in space operations. According to NASA, in 2012
hackers traced to Chinese IP addresses gained ‘full access to key Jet
Propulsion Laboratory [computer] systems and sensitive user accounts’
and ‘full functional control over . . . networks,’58 although it is unclear
whether the compromised networks were involved in the control of spacecraft. In November 2014 the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) reported that its agency’s networks had also been
compromised. Although NOAA did not identify the perpetrator of the attack,
Congressman Frank Wolf stated that NOAA had told him that China was
behind the hack.59 If accurate, the attack suggests preparation by the
Chinese military to deny important meteorological forecasting data not
only to the US military, but also to civil weather forecasting agencies.
China also has the ability to jam satellite communications and GPS receivers.60
The GPS signal, in particular, can be easily jammed61 and even low-power
jammers can be eﬀective over distances of hundreds of kilometers.62

Organizational Reform
A third basket of reform is organizational change. According to the Third
Plenum ‘Decisions’, the military will improve ‘the leadership of new type
combat forces.’63 On 31 December 2015, the PLA, in addition to establishing
the ground force and rocket force as separate services, also established the
Strategic Support Force (SSF/zhanlue zhiyuan budui). Described by Chinese
President Xi Jinping as a ‘new type operational force to maintain national
security’ and ‘an important growth point’ for the PLA’s ‘new quality operational capability,’ the establishment of the SSF is a major step forward in the
reform of the military organizational structure.64 According to a Ministry of
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National Defense spokesperson, the SSF was founded to provide ‘strong
strategic, foundational, and sustainment support to carry out the integration
of capabilities.’65
Beyond this, little oﬃcial information has been released on the composition of the SSF. Other sources have provided additional, albeit less authoritative, information. According to an article appearing on the Ministry of
National Defense website, retired Navy Rear Admiral Yin Zhuo stated that
the unit will be composed of space, cyber, and electronic warfare units. Yin
stated:
The PLA Strategic Support Force will play an important role in reconnaissance,
warning, communication, commanding, control, navigation, and construction
of digital ocean and digital earth, etc., and will provide strong support for the
joint operations of various services and arms in order to realize the goal of
winning a local war under IT-based conditions.66

Yin Zhuo also ‘pointed out that the PLA Strategic Support Force is not a
single combat force’ and that ‘it will be included into the operations of the
army, navy, air force and rocket force, etc., so as to conduct integrated joint
operations.’67 Song Zhongping, a former Second Artillery oﬃcer, in an interview published on the unoﬃcial sina.com website, however, stated that the
SSF was in actuality a separate service ‘unique in the world’ that would be
composed of space, cyber, electronic warfare, and psychological warfare
units.68 Other, more unoﬃcial, sources on the leadership of the SSF have
also indicated that the force will command space, cyber, and electronic
warfare units.69
The creation of the SSF is the ﬁrst attempt by the PLA to reorganize the
military to better make use of space. In fact, for some time Chinese analysts
have argued that China needed a single organization to oversee its space
program. Prior to organizational reform, the former General Armament
Department, disbanded in January 2016 under a separate set of reforms,
commanded China’s launch and satellite control centers and oversaw the
development of launchers and satellites. The General Staﬀ Department, also
disbanded in January 2016, commanded the Beidou navigation satellite
system through the China Satellite Navigation Oﬃce. Individual services
Ren Xu, ‘Guofangbu xinwen fayanren jiu shenhua guofang he jundui gaige youguan wenti jieshou
meiti zhuanfang’ [‘Ministry of National Defense Spokesperson Takes Media Inquiries on Deepening
National Defense and Military Reform’], Zhongguo junwang [China Military Net], 1 January 2016,
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66
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also contributed to the space mission. The PLAAF was responsible for missile
defense while the former Second Artillery appeared to be responsible for
direct ascent KKV missions and mobile launch. Finally, civilian stakeholders,
such as the China National Meteorological Administration and the State
Oceanographic Administration, provided requirements for satellites and
may have even operated their own spacecraft.70
The numerous organizations involved in China’s space program has led
prominent leaders, including Ye Peijian, chief designer of China’s ﬁrst moon
probe, and Qi Faren, former chief designer of the Shenzhou space capsule to
argue for a central organization to better coordinate the actions of its diverse
members. Ye, for example, has stated that the space program’s response to the
2008 Wenchuan earthquake was slowed due to the lack of coordination
between the various agencies involved in China’s space program.71 The
Chinese Academy of Sciences has also called for a central organization to
command the space program. In its Vision 2020: The Emerging Trends in
Science and Technology and Strategic Option of China, the Academy wrote:
In the area of space applications, China has launched a large quantity of
application satellites, but because of separation between ministries, there is
a lack of uniﬁed planning and coordination, data sharing rates are extremely
low, and the phenomenon of redundant acquisition of the same or similar
data is commonplace, creating low-level redundancy.72

In addition to these calls for a centralized command of space forces, services
have also advocated for command of China’s space enterprise. Despite the
PLAAF having a minimal role in China’s space program, PLAAF analysts have
been the most vocal in arguing that their service should assume control of
China’s space program. Their arguments were based on the Air Force strategy
of ‘integrated air and space, simultaneous oﬀensive and defensive operations’
(kongtian yiti, gongfang jianbei) that implied a major role for the PLAAF in outer
space. Proponents of an ‘integrated air and space force’ argued that although
air and space are two separate domains with their own unique characteristics,
the two domains will become technologically integrated through air power’s
use of space-based C4ISR capabilities and the eventual development of
manned space planes that will pass through the atmosphere to intercept
enemy spacecraft and conduct bombing missions.73
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PLAAF analysts also wrote that their service was the best suited to
command the military’s space enterprise due to it being the most technical
of all of the services.74 They also argued that other militaries place the
command of space forces with their air forces and that the PLAAF should
be no diﬀerent.75 Perhaps recognizing the imbalance between the PLAAF’s
actual role in space operations and the aspirations of its analysts, the
authors of the 2013 Science of Military Strategy see the role of the PLAAF
as primarily a consumer of information derived from space-based C4ISR
platforms, but foresee a potentially more substantial role for the PLAAF in
the future with the development of space planes and airborne lasers.76
The Second Artillery, now the Rocket Force, was also involved in China’s
space program. In what appeared to be lobbying for a more prominent role
for the Second Artillery in China’s space program, the authors of the 2013
Science of Military Strategy wrote that the Second Artillery was inherently a
space force. They argued that ballistic missile warheads travel through space
to reach their target and ballistic missiles can be used as direct ascent KKVs
as well as to launch satellites into orbit.77
Given this, it would appear that the Rocket Force has a more prominent
role in China’s space enterprise than the PLAAF. Unfortunately, with the little
information that has been forthcoming from Chinese sources, it is impossible to provide anything more than informed speculation on the exact
composition of the SSF and the role, if any, of the services in providing
space capabilities. It is possible that the SSF has taken over the entire space
mission for the military, including formerly service-speciﬁc functions such as
the direct-ascent kinetic kill mission executed by the former Second Artillery.
This option, however, would appear to be the most diﬃcult to carry out as it
would mean unnecessarily removing core service roles from a domain of
growing importance. It would seem to make little sense, for example, to take
the direct ascent kinetic kill mission away from the Rocket Force when it is
the ballistic missile force for the PLA. Another, more likely, possibility is that
the former GAD responsibilities of launch, satellite management, and spacecraft R&D were given to the SSF while service-speciﬁc functions, such as the
Rocket Force’s direct-ascent kinetic kill mission, would remain with the
services. This would have been the bureaucratically easiest reform to have
carried out and would not take away core competencies from the services.
Regardless of which option was chosen, more information will certainly be
forthcoming in the years ahead as these reforms become more solidiﬁed.
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Conclusions
Taking more than two years to implement after their announcement in
November 2013, Chinese military reforms are adapting the PLA to the
requirements of modern war. In addition to the establishment of new
services and the creation of joint theater command organizations, the PLA
has taken a major step to better ﬁght what they call ‘informatized wars’ with
a new organization to command China’s space forces. The formation of the
Strategic Support Force and the designation of outer space by the defense
white paper as a new domain and a ‘commanding height of war’ indicates
that the role of space has achieved a prominent position in the Chinese
concept of military operations. This new and oﬃcial determination of the
importance of space is based on the PLA’s assessment that the United States
is both increasing its lead over China in regards to space technologies and
seeking to restrain China’s rise by using space. The designation of outer
space as a new domain not only would appear to result in an even higher
prioritization for space technologies, but also would appear to require the
development of a doctrine for the use of space capabilities.
The development of a space warfare doctrine would appear to have to be
based on the requirement to ﬁght and win informatized wars using the
concept of IBSOSO. Under this concept, warfare is no longer one platform
against another or even one system against another. It is instead a conﬂict
between opposing systems of systems in which space is a key enabler of
long-range precision strikes and joint operations. Space, through counterspace capabilities, also acts as a key method for degrading an opponent’s
systems. Chinese writings stress achieving space superiority with strong
strikes at the beginning of a conﬂict. Chinese technology developments
indicate that the PLA is developing a wide-range of counterspace capabilities designed to attack every type of US satellite in all orbits using kinetic
and non-kinetic means.
As a result, space plays a prominent role in China’s eﬀorts to establish a
military capable of winning informatized wars through an asymmetric strategy directed at critical US military platforms. The Chinese use of space-based
C4ISR to enable long-range strikes and the use of oﬀensive space control
measures to deny the acquisition of space-based C4ISR capabilities by an
adversary, coupled with cyber and kinetic attacks against other C4ISR nodes,
could delay the ﬂow of forces to the region by the US military and hinder
the ability of US military forces already in the region to conduct operations
eﬀectively. This strategy could be even more eﬀective when coupled with
the PLA’s predisposition to gaining the initiative at the beginning of a
conﬂict. These capabilities, when directed at less capable militaries, would
have an even more salient eﬀect on overall military operations. As a result,
China’s military may now see space systems in the same way as the US
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military regards its space systems: as ‘an integral – not adjunct, not supporting, not auxiliary’ part of its military.78
The growing prominence of space in PLA operations also coincides with
an apparent increase in emphasis on counterspace by the US military. In
fact, both militaries appear to be taking a similar approaches to enhancing
space operations. The US military, for example, is also in the process of
better deﬁning its command and control relationships for space
operations79 and established a ‘Space Mission Force’ to better deal with
emerging threats in outer space.80 The US military is also emphasizing space
control81 and in 2015 shifted $5.5 billion over ﬁve years from other programs to better protect US satellites.82 The PLA’s emphasis on ‘system of
system operations’ also appears to be in line with US military thinking on
space, which emphasizes treating ‘all space assets, both classiﬁed and
unclassiﬁed, as part of a single constellation.’83
Unfortunately, this increased focus on space control by both countries
raises the specter of a space arms race that could lead to destabilizing
actions that escalate into military conﬂict. Both countries, for example,
have an incentive to strike ﬁrst in space during the initial stages of a conﬂict.
In the case of the PLA, this is to achieve an asymmetric advantage against a
superior US force in order to delay its entry and keep it away from the
conﬂict zone. For the US military, the incentive is to defeat China’s ability to
locate, track, and target US bases and naval ships with long-range precision
strike platforms in order to create a permissive environment for US forces to
operate within or close to the conﬂict zone.84
Finally, it should be remembered that China’s development of space and
counterspace technologies has been occurring for some time and that the
description of space as a new domain with critical importance to military
operations has been espoused by Chinese analysts since at least 2000. These
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researchers have long concluded that space ‘has become a deciding factor
in future wars, that space will be a dominant battleﬁeld, and that in order to
achieve victory on Earth, one must ﬁrst seize the initiative in space.’85 Oﬃcial
Chinese military pronouncements on space operations are thus an evolutionary rather than revolutionary step in its thinking on space. Nevertheless,
the designation of outer space as a separate domain and the establishment
of a unit to command space forces appears to signal that China’s space
capabilities have reached a level of sophistication warranting their full
integration into Chinese warﬁghting.
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